Paris and London
5 Night / 6 Days
Price: INR.1,20,120 Per Couple (on Double Occupancy)
Tour Itinerary
Day 1

PARIS
TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS: Night-time transfer to the Montmartre
neighbourhood. Funicular ride (included). Welcome to Paris! On
arrival at the airport we shall be waiting to transfer you to the hotel.
You can enjoy your free time until the tour starts, information about
the meeting place and start time can be found on the information
boards in the hotel reception area. At the end of the evening, we
provide transfers to the Montmartre district. This neighbourhood is
known for its painters, artists, and cabarets… . We will also take the
cable car to the top of the hill from where we can admire the
spectacular views of Paris You can choose from one of the many
restaurants offering different types of cuisine and enjoy a relaxing
dinner. Afer this we will return to the hotel.

Day 2

PARIS
TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS: Paris City tour. Climb to the second floor of
the Eiffel Tower. Boat ride along the Seine. Evening transfer. Today
we will take you on a guided tour in which you will discover the
history, main boulevards and the breathtaking monuments of the
city of Paris. We will stop at the Eiffel Tower where you will have the
opportunity to climb up to the second floor of this remarkable
wrought-iron monument (ticket admission included). The tour will
end with a boat cruise along the River Seine, which divides north
and south Paris. Enjoy an afternoon at your own leisure to explore
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and relax! At sunset you can grab dinner in the Latin Quarter, a very
picturesque and historic area where a wide variety of international
cuisines await you. We will then return to hotel. Note: There might
be very long lines to climb the Eiffel Tower. For operational reasons,
if deemed appropriate, the climb can be made at a different time of
the day (or on Monday).
Day 3

PARIS - ROUEN
TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS: Rouen historic centre. We will start the day by
going to the centre of Paris, to the area of the Louvre Museum.
Enjoy some leisure time to explore. If you wish, we can accompany
you to Benlux, one of the most complete and best-known
perfumeries in Paris. At around 18.00 we will leave Paris for ROUEN,
with its houses with half-timbered walls, narrow streets and gothic
churches. Accommodation in the city.

Day 4

ROUEN - ENGLISH CHANNEL - CANTERBURY - LONDON
TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS. Ferry crossing to United Kingdom. Stroll
alongside Tower Bridge.Today we will take a stroll in the centre of
Rouen to admire its magnificent cathedral and the ancient streets of
the historic centre. After this we travel to the north of France.
Travelling by ferry, we will cross the English Channel to reach
CANTERBURY, the religious capital of England with a very attractive
historic centre. Continuing to LONDON, arriving with time to
explore, visit Tower Bridge to see it lit up and admire the modern
buildings. Time for dinner in one of the many restaurants offering a
variety of cuisines. After dinner, return to the hotel.

Day 5

LONDON
TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS: Visit London. Changing of the Guard. Evening
transfer to Soho. Get to know LONDON on a locally guided tour
featuring style, culture and history. See the Houses of Parliament,
the River Thames, the Tower of London and Buckingham Palace,
where we will be able to watch the famous “Changing of the Guard”
(depending on the season). Afternoon at leisure. In the evening, take
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a walk-through Leicester Square, China Town and Soho, with a lively
atmosphere, theatres and entertainment. Sit down for dinner at
your preferred restaurant. Return to the hotel.
Day 6

LONDON
After breakfast, end of our services.

Included in the price










Luxury Vacations Services: Travel by bus with English speaking guide, basic travel
insurance and breakfast buffet.
Includes arrival transfer
City tour in: PARIS, LONDON
Boat: Boat Trip along River Seine in Paris
Evening transfer: Montmartre District of Paris, Latin Quarter of Paris , Tower Bridge
in London , Leicester/ Soho area in London
Transfer: Camden district in London
Ticket admission: 2nd Floor Eiffel Tower in Paris
Ferry: Calais Fr to Dover UK
Funicular: Montmartre in Paris

Planned Hotels
IBIS PARIS 17 CLICHY BATIGNOLLES***

NOVOTEL P. D´ITALIE****

Т.: 140252020
email: h2189-sb@accor.com
10 Rue Bernard Buffet
75017 PARIS
FRANCE

Т.: 145211909
email: h5586-RE@accor.com
22 Rue Voltaire Le Kremlin Bicetre
94270 PARIS
FRANCE
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KYRIAD ROUEN CENTRE***

IBIS LONDON WEMBLEY***

Т.: 235152525
email: contact@kyriad-rouen.fr
14 Quai Gaston Boulet
76000 ROUEN
FRANCE

Т.: 2084535100
email: h3141@accor.com
SOUTH WAY WEMBLEY
HA 9 6BA LONDON
ENGLAND

NOVOTEL LONDON WEMBLEY****
Т.: 2076601999
email: H9389@accor.com
5 Olympic Way Wembley
HA9 0NP LONDON
ENGLAND
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